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Overview

Problem Statement: Increasingly 
prevalent data collection; individuals 
left unsure how to navigate, while 
developers often lack awareness or 
concern for privacy.

Research Idea: Facilitate developer 
support in integrating privacy features 
by understanding pain points, analyzing 
relevant artifacts, and delivering 
practical assistance (Privacy by 
Design).

Note: Multi-year project, each slide highlighting one or more projects. 2



Scoping Privacy Research

Why? Unclear what’s going on in privacy 
research; explore & organize knowledge

Method: literature review

Impact: Identified missing gaps from 
49 papers
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Why? Privacy is often neglected based on 
the scoping

Method: Mixed, qualitative coding & topic 
modeling of  Stack Overflow posts; a 
cheap, quick way of understanding real 
world practices of developers

Impact: Documented developer practices 
and pain points around privacy: Privacy 
policies, tools, third parties

Insights From Developer Forums

Sample privacy-related Q&A from Stack Overflow
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Expert Interviews

Why? Dig deeper into prior findings 
from lit review and content analysis

Method: Interviews with privacy 
advocates, identified by peers

Impact: Best practices of promoting 
privacy and what prevents privacy to 
become a first-class citizen
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Analyzing Ad Networks’ Documentation

Why? Known privacy consequences of 
ad networks on users, trade-off 
between privacy vs. revenue from prior 
studies

Method: Usability testing - Qualitative

Impact: Need for a dedicated privacy 
section, making configurations 
accessible (graphical and code), & 
adding multimedia resources. Uneven 
presentation of choices (dark patterns).
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Salience’s Influence on Privacy Choices

Why? Hypothesis driven to check prior 
findings: do interfaces have an impact 
on developers’ decisions?

Method: Survey - Mixed

Impact: 11X more privacy choices with 
privacy emphasis!
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Contact
https://mohammad.tahaei.com/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/tahaei/

mohammad@tahaei.com

“efficient in time management, allowing him to keep the 
research projects on track and deliver the results on time, 
without losing the quality.” [Alisa Frik, Senior UXR]

“easily one of my most productive students. He has 
an excellent eye for interesting research problems 
and the attention to detail needed to realize them.” 
[Kami Vaniea, Associate Professor]

“highly professional and amiable colleague . . . was 
involved in a number of projects, worked with a 
colleagues at varying levels of seniority and 
experience, and acted as a mentor for junior 
colleagues.” [Louise Evans, Research Manager]

What Do Former Teammates Have to Say?
[Quotes from LinkedIn recommendations]
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